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ADESIV srl. garantisce che le informazioni della presente scheda sono fornite al meglio delle proprie esperienze e conoscenze tecnico-scientifiche; tuttavia non si può assumere alcuna responsabilità 
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VARNISHING AND AUXILIARY PRODUCTS

MONOCOMPONENT PRIMER 
Quick-drying, non-yellowing monocomponent primer for parquet. UNI PRIMER is recommended for all rapid 
varnishing cycles in which changes to the colour of the floor are to be limited.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
- Monocomponent
- Quick-drying
- Non-yellowing
- Ideal for rapid varnishing cycles
- Water repellent
- Alcohol based

WHERE IT CAN BE APPLIED: 
- Wooden flooring 
- Surfaces treated with white or grey WB OIL

Appearance: Colourless liquid 

Viscosity (@20°C; Ford #4): 20

Yield (g/m2): 80 – 100 
(the yield of the product may vary depending on the porosity or warpage of the surface to be treated)

Dry dust free (minutes): 20 - 30

Final hardening, sanding (minutes): 60 - 90  

Usage temperature (°C): + 15 - +25 

Application/Equipment: Roller, brush 

Equipment cleaning: GR7, before the product sets 

Product removal: GR7, before the product sets 

Storage (months):
at a temperature of between +5°C and +25°C

12

Disposal information: Dispose of in compliance with the local and national regulations in force 

Packs: 5 l drums

Notes:
(1) Dir. 2004/42/CE cat h sb, max. limit VOC 750 g/l 
The values refer to 20°C and 65% R.H.

Usage limitations:

Do not apply in humid environments 
Protect from frost 
Avoid draughts 
Acclimatise before application 

UNI PRIMER +  ICE VARNISH CYCLE 
PREPARING THE SURFACE 
The wooden floor must be perfectly smoothed, filled and sanded, with no loose parts such as oil, wax or silicone. The surface 
to be treated must be dry, with 8 – 12% humidity. Air temperature 15 - 25°C, relative humidity max. 75%. Before application, it 
is advisable to sand the surface with 180 grain sandpaper, then vacuum and clean with an antistatic cloth.

APPLICATION 
Acclimatise and shake well before use. Apply evenly using a roller or brush.
After about 1-2 hours in normal conditions, the surface can be sanded using 220 fine grain sandpaper, and a first coat of ICE 
varnish can be applied. 
After 8-12 hours, once the surface has been sanded and cleaned, the second coat of ICE varnish can be applied. 
Always use protective gloves. Always consult the technical and safety specifications of the product.

CYCLE OF WHITE OR GREY COLOURED OIL + UNI PRIMER + ICE 
Apply white or grey WB OIL as indicated in the technical specifications. When the oil has dried completely, apply a coat of UNI 
PRIMER without sanding. After about 1 - 2 hours, rub slightly with an abrasive felt cloth to remove any dotting, vacuum and 
clean the surface with an antistatic cloth and apply a coat of ICE varnish.

UNI PRIMER


